Hotels Burnaby
Hotels Burnaby - Usually, the different kinds of amenities provided by hotels include supplies, shops and services. The specific
amenities vary significantly amongst various hotels. The most costly hotels typically provide the most guest amenities. Budget
accommodations on the other hand, just offer the basics.
Normally, hotels will have shops like a gift store or fashion boutiques. These places would commonly offer items like a bathing
suit, sun glasses or jewelry. Other on site features occasionally include a hair salon. Several typical restaurant amenities comprise
a fine dining establishment, a coffee shop and often a steak house.
Nearly all hotels provide guests with linen and towels. It is common for many hotels to provide an ice bucket, drinking glasses, and
additional blankets. Most often, hotels have ice machines available for the customers to utilize free of charge. Often somewhere
on the floor there are pay vending machines available too for snacks. A coffee maker and an in-room mini bar are other common
amenities as well as tiny bottles of shampoo and lotion. Some boutique hotels and the more expensive hotel chains may provide
patrons with fluffy terry cloth robes, an assortment of fine soaps and some slippers.
Nearly all rooms within hotels would have an in-room TV with free cable. In the higher priced accommodations, they can provide
free movie channels or game consoles. Some common in-room features comprise mini kitchenettes. These usually comprise a
small fridge and a microwave. In-room Internet Wi-Fi access is another common feature that a lot of patrons have come to depend
on.
Room Service is one more standard hotel amenity. This service is performed by the kitchen, but might not run 24 hours a day in
nearly all hotels. Laundry service may be provided to the guests by several hotels. In this situation, hotel employees takes
customers clothing to be cleaned or arrange a laundry service to pick up and deliver customer's clothing via the front desk.
There are several hotels that provide a nightly turn down service, which is where the hotel staff turns down the top part of the
bedding and prepared for sleeping. It is common to have a mint placed on the pillow as a luxury treat normally greatly appreciated
by the guests. Some hotels cater to pets and allow dogs to stay inside the hotel room. These hotels often offer dog walking and
dog sitting services as added service-oriented features for their customers.
Children's programs are offered by a lot of hotels catering to families. These programs may comprise arts and crafts and sporting
activities. Swimming pools are a common amenity offered at hotels. Various places provide spa services to help their patrons
relax and unwind. Services such as relaxation massage, hot stone therapy, and manicures and pedicures are quite popular.
Nearly all hotels would provide tourist information at the front desk or may have a brochure stand to help guests plan their day
trips. Often, shuttle buses would be available from the front desk if the accommodation is in a tourist area. The transportation to
and from attractions is also a common amenity.

